**SC Johnson creative operations**

**26oz Windex MS Antibac updates**

Client: Jon Remance

Notes: Started from 771013 and updated Storage and Disposal statements, Gary

**Tracking Number:** WIND11135313

```
KILLS 99.9% OF BACTERIA*

TO SANITIZE/HARD NON-POURIOUS SURFACES: Spray surface until thoroughly wet. Let stand for 10 seconds, then wipe.

TO SANITIZE/LEAN NON-POURIOUS SURFACES: Spray surface until thoroughly wet. Let stand for 10 seconds, then wipe.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT: L-LACTIC ACID...0.18%

TOTAL ................................................100.00%

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

It is the responsibility of the client (listed above) to fully verify and approve all items in this art work. The Creative Operations Department of SCJ is not responsible for PROOF READING or verifying items like the UPC code or MM#, for which they have no reference to ensure accuracy.

**THIS IS A PROOF ONLY - FINAL ART WILL BE RELEASED UPON APPROVAL**
```